Abstract. In allusion to the problem that experimental results of similitude models of a rotating turbine disc predict dynamic characteristics of the prototype, the accurate design method of dynamic similitude models of a rotating thin walled annular plate is investigated by considering the centrifugal stress requirement. The vibration differential equation is employed to deduce geometrically complete scaling laws of dynamic frequency and centrifugal stress. In order to determine accurate distorted scaling laws of dynamic frequency, the sensitivity analysis and determination principle are used. For distorted scaling laws of centrifugal stress, the average approach of candidate distorted scaling laws is proposed, and its mathematical form is simple. Furthermore, the numerical validation indicates that distorted scaling laws can predict dynamic characteristics of the prototype and reflect the strength conditions or even failures of a prototype with good accuracy, and applicable intervals of the distorted scaling law are calculated. Finally, an acceptable procedure of the similitude design method of a rotating thin walled annular plate is provided, which guides to the design of test models considering centrifugal stress requirement.
Introduction
Thin walled annular plates are widely applied to the mechanical engineering, for example, the high-speed centrifugal separators due to their excellent dynamic characteristics and high specific stiffness [1] [2] [3] . Furthermore, the vibration is one of the most significant investigation in analyzing a thin walled annular plate [4, 5] . However, employing the actual structures directly in experimental tests is difficult to test and time-consuming. Consequently, dynamic similitude models are necessary to predict or reflect dynamic behaviors of a prototype. Nevertheless, for some problems, it is not feasible to fulfill this requirement of complete similitude conditions, leading to geometrically distorted similitude. For example, the thickness of a scaled down model of thin walled annular plates is usually difficult to machine.
The similitude theory of thin walled plates has been studied by many researchers. Qian et al. [6] established the dynamic similitude results of laminated plates, and the similitude models could accurately predict the response. Rezaeepazhand and Simitses [7] [8] [9] established the scaling laws of laminated plates between a prototype and a model based on governing equations. In their studies, scaled down models of laminated plates can accurately predict the vibration response of a prototype. Wu et al. [10, 11] built scaling laws of the dynamic responses between a full-size beam and a complete similitude model, both elastically supported at each end and subjected to a moving force were investigated. Singhatanadgid et al. [12, 13] obtained scaling laws for buckling of annular plates subjected to loads and the vibration response of rectangular plates. In their studies, for complete and distorted similitude cases, scaling laws were investigated and validated with numerical tests and experimental results. Oshiro and Alves [14, 15] employed a geometrically distorted model to predict the response of a full-size prototype with loads when models have distorted dimensions and materials, and three problems of a prototype subjected to dynamic loads are analyzed. Ramu et al. [16, 17] built the scaled down models with a different material for elastic structures and analyzed vibration characteristics of the prototype by using a model. In their studies, the established scaling laws are validated by using simple testing problems. Yazdi et al. [18, 19] established a set of scaling laws that can predict the nonlinear natural frequency and flutter of laminated plates, and the effects of distorted models about the number of plies and vibration amplitudes were studied. De Rosa et al. [20] investigated the exact and distorted scaling laws for the analysis of the dynamic response of rectangular flexural plates.
Similitude theory is usually employed to derive the scaling laws based on the governing equation. A different method is developed to obtain approximate scaling laws of thin walled plates and shells by Luo [21] [22] [23] , where the determination principle and structural size intervals are proposed to predict the natural characteristics and dynamic response. The distorted models of coating thin plates are investigated for predicting the responses, and the effects of different coating thickness and coating forms are discussed by Luo et al. [21] . Particularly in Luo [22, 23] , the applicability of determination method of the structural size intervals and the design principles of accurate scaling laws are presented.
From what have been discussed above, there were plenty of theoretical investigations about the dynamic similitude of thin walled plates. However, the similitude design method of a rotating thin walled plates is still rare for considering the dynamic frequencies and centrifugal stresses. In the present work, in order to determine accurate distorted scaling laws of dynamic frequencies, the exact ratio relationship is presented and applied. Furthermore, the geometrical average approach is proposed and validated by numerical tests in order to obtain scaling laws of centrifugal stresses.
Vibration differential equation
A thin walled annular plate is shown in Fig. 1 . is elastic modulus of material, is Poisson's ratio and is density. is outer radius, is inner radius, and ℎ is thickness. The governing equation of thin walled annular plates can be written as [24] :
where ∇ is Laplace operator:
and is radial displacement; is deflection angle; is the displacement along with direction ; is the bending stiffness of thin walled annular plates, = ℎ 12(1 − ) ⁄ ; is time. The deflection equation of thin walled annular plates is supposed:
where ( , ) is the mode function of thin walled annular plates; is the natural frequency. Substituting Eq. (2) into (1) yields:
3. Complete similitude design method
Dynamic frequencies
According to Eq. (3), governing equations of the prototype and the model can be expressed as:
where subscript denotes the prototype, subscript denotes the model. Substitute scaling factor = ⁄ ( = , , , , ℎ, , etc.) into Eq. (4b), yields:
According to similitude theory, the corresponding coefficient of the prototype is proportional to the model in the governing equation, thus:
Due to = ( = 1), yields:
Under the condition of geometrically complete similitude, which means:
Substitute Eq. (8) into (7), Eq. (7) is rearranged as:
Dynamic frequency of thin walled annular plates can be described as:
where is dynamic frequency; is constant coefficient of dynamic frequency. Dynamic frequency of the prototype and the model can be expressed as:
Substitute scaling factors = ⁄ ( = , , Ω) into Eq. (11b), yields:
should be satisfied in order to obtain accurate complete scaling law. Therefore, geometrically complete scaling law of dynamic frequency can be written as:
Centrifugal stresses
The centrifugal force is mainly considered when a thin walled annular plate rotates, and centrifugal force of thin walled annular plates can be denoted as:
Therefore, the centrifugal stress of thin walled annular plates on the inner radius' edge can be obtained as:
The centrifugal stresses of the prototype and model can be expressed as:
Substituting scaling factors = ⁄ ( = , , , , Ω, ℎ, etc.) into Eq. (16b) yields:
According to Eq. (8), Eq. (17) can be written as:
Therefore, geometrically complete scaling law of the centrifugal stress can be obtained as:
Distorted corrections

Dynamic frequencies
There will be many limitations in directly employing geometrically complete similitude models in experiments. For example, the thickness of the scaled down model of thin walled annular plates is usually difficult to machine. Therefore, it is necessary and important to design distorted models in experiments to predict dynamic characteristics of the prototype. Complete scaling laws can be obtained by the method of analyzing governing equations. However, inner radius and outer radius are not directly reflected in the governing Eq. (3), so it is difficult to get distorted scaling laws by directly using the governing equation.
In general, scaling factors and are regarded as independent in distorted scaling laws [22] . Equation = can be supposed, where , should satisfy the relationship + = 2. Therefore, the distorted scaling law of thin walled annular plates can be expressed as:
A principle [23] is employed to determine the accurate distorted scaling law by combining governing equation and sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity of the structural vibration behavior is defined by the changing rate of vibration characteristic parameters with respect to structural parameters (mass, stiffness and geometrical parameters) [25, 26] . The principle can be described as: Principle: In the distorted scaling law, the index ratio : is approximate to the sensitivity ratio Φ : Φ , which means:
where Φ and Φ are sensitivity values of the natural frequency with respect to non-dimensional structural parameters, respectively. Geometrical sizes and material parameters of the prototype are listed in Table 1 . By using ANSYS, the dynamic frequency and modes of the prototype are depicted in Table 2 , where is circumferential half wave number and is radial wave number. 
Taking the distorted scaling law of the first order's natural frequency as an example, the sensitivity value of the first order's natural frequency with respect to the scaling factor is analyzed and obtained by ensuring other sizes and material parameters unchanged. Furthermore, the first order's dynamic frequencies of outer radius' distorted models are shown in Table 3 . In this research, adopting the adjusted square to determine the efficiency of fitting curves, the adjusted square can be expressed as:
where ′ is the fitting point number; is order of fitting polynomial; is fitting value; is average value; is true value. By comparing and analyzing in this research, the fitting curve is thought to be effective and suitable if > 0.99. The adjusted square of the fitting curve is = 0.999. So the fitting curve of the first order's natural frequencies of outer radius' distorted models is effective.
The sensitivity of the first order's natural frequencies with respect to outer radius' scaling factor , is: 
Similarly, the sensitivity of the first order's natural frequencies with respect to the scaling factor , can be obtained: 
According to the principle, yields:
From Eq. (20), yields:
Solve Eq. (27) and Eq. (28), yields: = −2.57, = 0.57.
Therefore, the distorted scaling law of the first order's natural frequency can be written as:
. .
According to Eq. (10), = should be satisfied in order to determine accurate distorted scaling laws. Under the condition of distorted similitude ≠ ≠ , the distorted scaling law of dynamic frequency can be obtained as:
Centrifugal stresses
By comparing Eq. (16a) and (17), there are candidate scaling laws of centrifugal stress, which means:
(32) Let = = , keeping scaling factor unchanged and is variable. Furthermore, predicted values of centrifugal stresses are calculated and fitted by using Eq. (32), and the fitting curves are shown in Fig. 3 . According to the trend of fitting curves in Fig. 3 , the geometrical average of Eq. (32) is employed as the distorted scaling law. That is:
Predicted values of centrifugal stresses are obtained and fitted by Eq. (33), and the fitting curves are shown in Fig. 4 . Therefore, the distorted scaling law Eq. (33) can accurately predict the centrifugal stresses of the prototype. 
Comparison and discussion
Validation for dynamic scaling laws
Taking the previous six orders' dynamic frequency of distorted models as examples, illustrate effectiveness of the design method for dynamic distorted models. Finally, an acceptable procedure of determining method of accurate distorted scaling law is given out.
Parameters of the prototype are shown in Table 1 . In addition, select a distorted model to validate dynamic scaling laws, geometric sizes and material parameters of the distorted model are shown in Table 4 . Similarly, analyze the sensitivity of the previous six orders' natural frequencies with respect to outer and inner radius and distorted scaling laws are shown in Table 5 . The error between dynamic frequency of the prototype and predicted values can be denoted as:
As a result of Table 5 , errors are within 5 % between dynamic frequencies of the prototype and predicted frequencies of the model, and their modes are coincident. Therefore, distorted scaling laws can accurately predict dynamic characteristics of the prototype.
Finally, the establishment procedure of scaling laws of a rotating thin walled annular plate is summarized:
1) Determine geometrically complete scaling laws of dynamic frequency and centrifugal stress according to the governing equation.
2) According to the governing equation, assume a distorted scaling law for dynamic frequency and centrifugal stress.
3) Analyze the sensitivity of dynamic frequency and determine the dynamic distorted scaling law based on the significant principle. 
Applicable interval for strength scaling laws
When distorted models accurately predict the strength of the prototype, the error needs to be within 5 % between the prototype and predicted values. So the applicable interval of distorted scaling laws for centrifugal stress is necessary. In order to obtain the applicable interval of the distorted scaling law of centrifugal stress, distorted models with different coefficient are selected in Eq. (33). Errors are calculated by Eq. (34) and shown in Table 6 between the prototype and predicted values. In addition, the error curve shown in Fig. 5 is fitted by errors of Table 6 , and the fifth degree polynomial equation is: 
Conclusions
This study established dynamic similitude models of a rotating thin walled annular plate considering centrifugal stress requirement. Firstly, scaling laws of the dynamic frequency and centrifugal stress of geometrically complete similitude models were derived based on the governing equation. For distorted similitude cases of dynamic frequency, in order to obtain the accurate scaling law of dynamic frequency, the exact ratio relationship and sensitivity analysis are combined. Furthermore, the distorted scaling law of centrifugal stresses is practical in engineering applications by geometrical average method. In addition, the numerical validation demonstrated complete and distorted similitude models can predict dynamic characteristics and reflect the strength condition, or even failures of the prototype with good accuracy. Detailed conclusions are listed as following:
1) According to the governing equation, complete scaling laws of the dynamic frequency and centrifugal stress of a rotating thin walled annular plate were established.
2) In order to determine accurate distorted scaling laws of dynamic frequency, the ratio relationship : ≈ Φ : Φ was presented and applied.
3) The geometrical average approach is proposed in order to obtain the distorted scaling law of centrifugal stresses, and the applicable interval of the distorted scaling law was established in ∈ [0.91, 1.65].
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